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ABSTRACT Mineral image classification technology based on machine vision is an efficient system for ore 

sorting. With the development of artificial intelligence and computer technology, the deep learning-based 

mineral image classification system is gradually applied to ore sorting. However, there is a bottleneck in 

improving classification accuracy, and the feature extraction ability of the CNNs model is relatively limited for 

multi-category mineral image classification tasks. Therefore, four visual attention blocks are designed and 

embedded in the existing CNNs model, and new mineral image classification models based on the visual 

attention mechanism and CNNs are proposed. Then, referring to the building strategies of the different depth 

ResNet, we build various CNNs model embedding with attention blocks for mineral image classification and 

visualize the models by Grad-CAM to observe the change in classification weight distributions and classification 

weight values. Finally, by using the confusion matrices, this experiment systematically evaluates the 

classification performance of the proposed models and analyzes the misjudgment rate. 

INDEX TERMS Deep Learning; Visual Attention mechanism; Mineral image classification; Grad-CAM; 

Section 1. Introduction 

At this stage, the exploitation and application of mineral 

resources have entered a new era since the inventory of their 

mineral resources has declined rapidly with the growth of 

industrial development, which raises new demands for ore 

mining and application technology. Recently, intelligent ore 

sorting has become one of the crucial factors for mineral 

processing and mining enterprises, which not only saves 

workforce and material consumption, increases mining safety 

factors but also lays the foundation for sustainable 

development. For example, intelligent ore sorting technology 

can quickly realize the gangue discharge or pre-separation of 

underground or concentrator feed and effectively reduce the 

energy consumption of lump ore crushing, grinding, and 

other processes. 

When exploring intelligent ore sorting equipment, scholars 

first applied it based on high-tech sensors, which effectively 

replaces the manual sorting process, improves particle 

separation efficiency, and reduces pollution treatment costs [1]. 

At present, the intelligent ore sorting equipment put into 

production is mainly based on ray sensors and used in large-

grain particle identification and separation, including XRT and 

XRF, which has a high classification accuracy and fast 

classification speed [2]–[5]. However, the problems such as 

high cost and high radiation still limit their further application 

and development. 

With the development of computer technology and digital 

image acquisition equipment, the intelligent ore sorting 

equipment with digital images as processing objects has been 

gradually applied to industrial practice. In contrast to ray 

sensor-based sorting equipment, machine vision-based ore 

sorting equipment extracts the ore feature information from 

the images collected through optical components and 

completes the image classification task in static or dynamic 

scenes. Therefore, it has the advantages of low cost, high 

efficiency, no radiation, and easy installation. At this stage, 

there are two central technical cores of ore sorting equipment 

based on machine vision: the machine learning-based image 

classification technology and the deep learning-based image 

classification technology.  Firstly, there are two main streams 

of the machine learning-based image classification technology, 

including the supervised learning algorithm and unsupervised 

learning algorithm, among which supervised learning 

algorithm has a better performance. Specifically, the 
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supervised learning algorithms mainly include Decision Tree 

[6], [7], Naive Bayesian [8], K-Nearest Neighbors [9], Support 

Vector Machine (SVM) [10], which all have been 

experimented, tested, and applied in mineral image 

classification tasks [11]–[19]. However, the applications of 

machine learning-based mineral image classification models 

need to be supported with higher resolution images. Due to 

harsh image acquisition environments and complex working 

conditions (rainy weather or dust), the stable acquisition of 

high-resolution images is relatively difficult, which increases 

the workload and difficulty of image acquisition. Additionally, 

in the machine learning-based ore image classification models, 

the process of feature selection requires a series of experience 

and knowledge, which increases the threshold of its 

application and limits its development prospects. 

On the other hand, with the development of artificial 

intelligence and further exploration of computer technology, 

the deep learning-based image classification technology 

matures gradually and has achieved excellent performances in 

many image-classification tasks [20]–[22]. Specifically, it 

replaces the feature selection process with convolution neural 

networks (CNNs) to automatically extract image features and 

filter the extracted feature maps. Additionally, the deep 

learning-based image classification model reduces the 

dependence on high-resolution images, improving the model 

classification efficiency and accuracy. In the field of mineral 

image classification, scholars have explored the relative 

application potentials of deep learning-based image 

classification systems. For example, combining the deep 

learning technology and CNNs, Fu and Aldrich used VGGNet 

to classify mineral images in South Africa and compared its 

performance with traditional machine learning-based mineral 

image classification systems [23]. Similarly, using VGGNet, 

Zhu et al. classified ten different ore slice images, the 

classification accuracy reached 98.1%, and the time 

consuming of the single image classification is only 1.5s [24]. 

Combined with VGG16 and Principal Component Analysis 

(PCA), Sudakov et al. classified core slice images and achieve 

a preferred classification accuracy [25]. In the exploration of 

the complex CNNs models, based on the InceptionV3, LP et 

al. proposed a four-classes rock image classification system, 

which has an higher classification accuracy than machine 

learning-based image classification models [26]. Zhang Y et 

al. efficiently completed the classification task of potassium 

feldspar, perlite, plagioclase, and quartz images by combining 

Transfer Learning technology with the InceptionV3 [27]. In 

the comparison of the different CNNs-based image 

classification models, Baraboshkin et al. used AlexNet, 

VGGNet, and Inception to classify 20,000 rock images 

collected from different regions and strata [28]. Additionally, 

because of the excellent classification performance of CNNs 

models in mineral image classification tasks, it is also used for 

coal gangue discharge [29], [30] and iron ore image 

classification [31]. 

The performances of those mentioned above deep learning-

based ore image classification models on the corresponding 

tasks have proved that it will as the mainstream of the 

intelligent ore sorting equipment. However, there still have 

bottlenecks in its classification performance for the multi-

category (> 2) mineral image classification tasks. Meanwhile, 

it is widely known that the feature extraction and operation 

processes of the CNNs models are automatic. Therefore, some 

irrelevant information in the ore images will interfere with the 

model feature extraction ability during the model training 

phase, such as reflect light, dust, and noise points, which will 

result in loss of model classification accuracy. As a result, the 

above problems will limit the application potentials and 

development prospects of the deep learning-based ore image 

classification systems. 

Nowadays, CNNs models that incorporate visual attention 

mechanisms have become a popular area in deep learning-

based image classification research, which is inspired by the 

physiological perception of the human eyes for environments. 

Precisely, the CNNs-based image classification model 

incorporating visual attention can extract image feature 

information at key locations with a lower extra computational 

cost, thus improving the classification performance [32]. 

Therefore, in order to solve the above difficulties and improve 

the application potentials of the deep learning-based ore 

sorting equipment, this paper takes the multi-category ore 

image classification task as the research aspect and proposes 

to embed the visual attention mechanism in the deep learning-

based mineral image classification model. Specifically, taking 

gas coal, coking coal and anthracite as experimental objects, 

referring to the building strategy of the ResNet, this 

experiment firstly builds four ResNet mineral image 

classification models with different depths for four-classes 

(<1.4g/cm3, 1.4-1.6g/cm3, 1.6-1.8g/cm3, and >1.8g/cm3) 

mineral image classification, including ResNet18, ResNet34, 

ResNet50, and ResNet101. After that, we embedded four 

visual attention modules into the ResNet and compared the 

performance of different visual attention modules. Finally, 

through various performance metrics and classification result 

visualization, this experiment measures the increase of model 

complexity and the distribution change of the classification 

weight after adding the visual attention modules. 

In summary, this paper focuses on the following four 

aspects of the deep learning-based mineral image 

classification systems: 

(1) How to build and embed visual attention modules for 

mineral image classification models? 

(2) Comparing the performance of the visual attention 

modules in multi-category mineral image classification tasks. 

(3) Comparing the classification performance of the general 

CNNs models and CNNs model embedded with visual 

attention modules. 

(4) How the visual attention modules influence the 

distributions and values of model classification weight? 
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Section 2. Methodology 
This section mainly introduces the strategies and 
methodologies of building the deep learning-based mineral 
image classification system that incorporates visual attention 
mechanism, mainly including dataset preparation and the 
building of CNNs models embedded with attention blocks, 
as shown in FIG. 1. Specifically, in the data set preparation 

stage, this experiment uses Data Augmentation (DA) 
technology to solve the problem of insufficient image data 
during training, and when building the CNNs classification 
model embedded with visual attention modules, this 
experiment mainly considers three aspects: Pooling strategy 
selection, attention block construction, and CNNs model 
settings. 
 

 
FIGURE 1. Flow chart of CNNs-based classification system with visual attention mechanism 

2.1 Data Augmentation 

Sufficient image data is the application basis of the deep 

learning-based image classification technology. However, 

with the gradual exploration of CNNs models with deeper 

layers and more complex structures, scholars often encounter 

problems such as insufficient training data and unbalanced 

data quantity between the different categories. Specifically, for 

the deep learning-based mineral image classification tasks, 

researchers often encounter problems from three aspects: 

Firstly, the harsh working conditions of industrial applications 

reduce the stability and efficiency of the high-quality mineral 

image collection. Secondly, mineral image classification is 

different from general image classification tasks, so no 

uniform and large mineral image datasets have been 

established. Therefore, the inadequate amount of training 

images can lead to over-fitting problems in the training phase. 

Additionally, in the process of the dataset preparation, the 

imbalance quantity of ore images between different categories 

will lead to the imbalance of the extracted features, which will 

influence the model classification accuracy. 

A practical and effective strategy to solve the above 

bottlenecks is DA technology [33]. Specifically, DA 

technology expands existing image data sets based on small 

data sets already obtained by the applicants, and the classic 

image DA methods include flipping, rotating, scaling, clipping, 

color dithering, and adding Gaussian noise. Besides, the 

DCGAN has been gradually applied to the preparation of 

mineral image data sets, which uses limited mineral images to 

generate more new mineral images for specified tasks 

automatically, and the generated images will not lose the 

feature information. Consequently, making full use of the DA 

technology will improve the robustness of the model and 

reduce the possibility of over-fitting in model training. 

Due to the mentioned advantages of the DA technology, in 

the task of mineral image recognition and classification, 

scholars always use DA for mineral image dataset preparation, 

which effectively solves the problem of insufficient data and 

unbalanced data quantity between different category in the 

training phase, promoting the further application of deep 

learning-based ore sorting equipment [28], [34], [35]. 

2.2 Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) 

CNNs is a feed-forward neural network with deep structure 

and convolution calculation, and it is one of the representative 

algorithms in deep learning. It has strong feature-learning 

abilities and uses convolution layers to extract features from 

input images by hierarchical structure automatically. 

Specifically, the basic CNNs are composed of convolution 

layers, activation layers, normalization layers, pooling layers, 

and fully connected layers, as shown in FIG. 2. For image 

classification tasks, the convolution layers use convolution 

kernel filters to calculate the pixel information in the input 

image and output it as matrices. Normalization layers reduce 

the dimension of the convolution layer outputs, enhance the 

model convergence and improve the model training efficiency. 

Activation layers process the output feature information of the 

normalization layers to determine whether valid image 

features have been captured. Pooling layers operate a down-

sampling process that preserves some of the representative 

features in specific ways, thereby reducing the dimensions of 

the feature space. The fully connected layers link the front 

convolution sections and combine the extracted features non-

linearly to get the output. At the same time, the output value 

of the last fully connected layer is an N-dimensional vector, 

which is the number of classification categories. 

Additionally, it is worth knowing that deep learning-based 

image classification technology has shown excellent 

performance in many fields, such as agriculture image 

classification [36] and medical image classification [37], and 

the typical networks include AlexNet [33], VGGNet [38], 

Inception [39] and ResNet [40].  
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FIGURE 2. General Convolutional Neural Networks framework including inputs, convolution layers, batch normalization layers, pooling layers, active layers, and fully 

connected layers 

2.3 Pooling strategy in CNNs 

Pooling calculation is one of the common processes in CNNs, 

which mimics the human visual system and reduces the data 

dimension, often referred to as sub-sampling or down-

sampling. When building a CNNs model, the position of the 

pooling layer is behind the convolution layer to reduce the 

dimension of the convolution layer output, effectively 

reducing network parameters and preventing over-fitting. 

Additionally, pooling calculation will suppress noise, reduce 

information redundancy, and improve detection scale and 

rotation invariance. Pooling calculations in the CNNs model 

include various pooling strategies, mainly divided into Max 

Pooling, Average Pooling, and Stochastic Pooling, as shown 

in FIG. 3.  

Firstly, for Max Pooling, it selects the maximum value in 

the pooling kernel area as the output value of the pooling 

operation, and the gradient of the pooling value at other 

locations is 0. Secondly, for Average Pooling, it adds and 

averages the eigenvalues of each location in the corresponding 

pooling kernel area, using the average as the output value of 

the pooling operation. Additionally, for Stochastic Pooling, 

the probability of being selected is first determined by 

comparing each value in the pooling kernel (the darker the 

color in FIG. 3., the higher the probability of being selected). 

Then, it randomly selects the representative value of the 

pooling kernel based on the selecting probability from each 

location. 

For image classification tasks, different pooling strategies 

focus on and preserve different information in the input images. 

Specifically, Max Pooling, which chooses the maximum value, 

will pay more attention to the more specific information in the 

input image to better preserve the texture information in the 

input image. Average Pooling tends to preserve the feature 

information of the overall input image, highlighting the 

background information and contour information of the target 

objects better. Stochastic Pooling has no specific direction of 

interest in preserving feature information in images, but it 

normalizes the input image feature information by random 

selection, which improves the robustness of the CNNs model 

and averages the attention to different feature information. 

However, there are still some drawbacks to using only one 

pooling strategy for down sampling. Firstly, using Average 

Pooling or Max Pooling alone can lead to loss of useful 

information. Since the Average Pooling picks the average of 

the activation values for all pixels, the higher positive 

activation values may offset the lower negative activation 

values, resulting in a loss of discriminatory feature information, 

while the Max Pooling discards all non-maximum values, this 

will directly result in the loss of helpful feature information. 

Additionally, Stoical Pooling has a lower tendency to the 

specific feature preservation, like texture information or 

contour information. 

 
 

 
FIGURE 3. Different pooling strategies in CNNs including Max Pooling, Mean Pooling, and Stochastic Pooling. 

2.4 Attention Mechanism in CNNs 

In order to solve the problem of the loss of helpful and specific 

feature information caused by using a single pooling strategy, 

this experiment proposes four attention blocks that incorporate 

visual attention mechanisms, mainly including Squeeze and 

Excitation (SE) block, Channel Attention (CA) block, Spatial 

Attention (SA) block, and Mixed Attention (MA) block. The 
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construction details of various visual attention blocks are as 

follow. 
2.4.1 Squeeze and Excitation block 

SE block originated from SE Net proposed by Hu et al. in the 

Image Net 2017 competition, which emphasizes the 

information relationship along the channel direction in the 

CNNs model, and the basic design method of SE block is 

shown in FIG. 4., mainly consisting of three steps, Squeeze, 

Excitation and Scale [41]. 

 
FIGURE 4. Squeeze and Excitation block framework in CNNs, where H, W, and C are the dimension of the feature map, H is height, W is width, C is channel, Ftr is 

the convolution calculation, Fsq is the Squeeze operation, Fex is the Excitation operation, Fscale is the Reweight operation, X  ̃ is the feature map after attention. 
 

The implementation of the SE block requires the input of 

previous feature maps, so in the front-end of the SE block, the 

input image needs to go through a standard convolution 

operation to get the feature maps (Ftr), as shown in EQ (1). 

 𝑢𝑐 = 𝑣𝑐 ∗ 𝑋 = ∑ 𝑣𝑐𝑠 ∗ 𝑥𝑠𝑐′𝑆=1          (1) 𝑣𝑐——The c-th filter 𝑋——The input images  ∗——The convolution calculation operation 𝑢𝑐——The output feature map 𝑣𝑐𝑠——A 2D spatial kernel representing a single channel of 𝑣𝑐 that acts on the corresponding channel of 𝑥𝑠 

 
After the feature maps enter the SE block, it first performs 

the Squeeze operation, which a simple cluster technique, like 

Global Average pooling (EQ (2).). Specifically, Squeeze 

processing uses global average pooling operations to squeeze 

each feature map, turning each two-dimensional channel 

feature into a real number, and it will have a global perception 

field, representing the global feature distribution of the 

channel response, which makes the global information 

available to the CNNs lower layers. Eventually, 𝑐  feature 

maps will become a 1 × 1 × 𝑐 real number sequence. 

 𝑍𝑐 = 𝐹𝑠𝑞(𝑢𝑐) = 1𝐻×𝑊 ∑ ∑ 𝑢𝑐(𝑖, 𝑗)𝑊𝑗=1𝐻𝑖=1      (2) 𝐻——The height of the input feature map 𝑊——The width of the input feature map 𝑢𝑐(𝑖, 𝑗)——The feature map at (𝑖, 𝑗) 

 

After the Squeeze operation, the output feature map is 

processed by Excitation operation, which is an adaptive 

recalibration, and the SE block accomplishes this by using a 

fully connected layer (EQ (3).). During the processing, the 

dimensions of 𝑊1  are 𝐶/𝑟 ∗ 𝐶 , where 𝑟  is a scale 

parameter to reduce the number of channels and the amount of 

computation. Then, it will be calculated by a Rectified Linear 

Unit (ReLU) function and multiplied by 𝑊2, which is also a 

fully connected layer operation, and the dimensions of 𝑊2 

are 𝐶 ∗ 𝐶/𝑟 . The bottleneck structure of the two fully 

connected layers effectively reduces the model complexity, 

improves the model generalization ability, and makes the SE 

block more non-linear to fit the complex relations between 

channels better. Among them, the first fully connected layer 

plays the role of dimension reduction, and the second fully 

connected layer is used for dimension restoring. Finally, a 

normalized weight between 0 and 1, the output value s, is 

obtained by the Sigmoid gating. The Sigmoid function 

effectively learns about the non-linear, non-mutually 

exclusive correlations between channels and ensures visual 

attentions for multiple channels. 

 𝑠 = 𝐹𝑒𝑥(𝑧, 𝑊) = 𝜎(𝑔(𝑧, 𝑊)) = 𝜎(𝑊2𝛿(𝑊1𝑧))  (3) 𝑧——The output of the Squeeze operation 𝑊1——The first fully connected operation 𝛿——The ReLu calculation 𝑊2——The second fully connected operation 𝜎——The sigmoid function calculation 

 

After an Excitation operation, the feature will be reweighted, 

which is accomplished by concatenating the normalized 

weights onto feature maps of each channel, also known as 

Scale operation. Specifically, the Scale operation regards the 

Excitation output as the importance of each channel and 

weights it to the previous feature by multiplying the weight 

coefficients (EQ (4).). 

 𝑋�̃� = 𝐹𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒(𝑢𝑐 , 𝑠𝑐) = 𝑠𝑐 ∙ 𝑢𝑐         (4) 𝑋�̃�——The channel-wise multiplication between the scalar 𝑠𝑐  and the feature map 𝑢𝑐 

 

The SE block can be directly and flexibly applied to the 

existing CNNs models, and its embedding strategy in ResNet 

is shown in FIG. 5. Specifically, for ResNet, since it contains 

residual modules, the SE block can be directly embedded in its 

residual learning branch. 
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FIGURE 5. Squeeze and Excitation block setting in ResNet 

 

Firstly, for feature maps with the size of 𝐻 × 𝑊 × 𝐶, the 

SE block first squeezes each feature map through global 

average pooling calculation to get a 1 × 1 × 𝐶 real number 

column, which is the Squeeze operation; Two fully connected 

layers are then introduced for Excitation operation, with a 1 × 1 × C/𝑟 size first fully connected layer and a 1 × 1 × 𝐶 

size second fully connected layer. Next, through the Sigmoid 

gating, the SE block normalizes the front output values 

between 0-1, which represents the weight of each channel. 

After that, the channel is recalibrated by multiplying the 

attention weights with the original input feature map by Scale 

operation. Consequently, through a set of input feature map 

processing by SE block, the CNNs model will obtain a feature 

map that incorporates the visual attention mechanism. 

Although the embedding of the SE block will increase the 

model training parameters and calculation complexity, the 

increase is usually less than 1% of the original calculation 

parameters when r is set reasonably, and the calculation 

formula of the parameter increment is shown in EQ (5). As a 

result, embedding the SE blocks to CNNs models is an 

efficient, fast, and less-cost way to apply visual attention 

mechanisms. 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 = 𝑛 2𝐶2𝑟         (5) 𝑛——The numbers of SE block in CNNs model 𝑟——The value of dimensionality reduction 𝐶——The numbers of channels in SE block 

2.4.2 Channel Attention block and Spatial Attention block 

In order to further promote the application of CNNs model that 

incorporates visual attention mechanism in image 

classification tasks, based on SE block, Woo proposed CA 

block and SA block [42]. The setting strategies of the CA 

block and SA block are shown in FIG. 6. 

 
FIGURE 6. Channel attention block and spatial attention block frameworks 
 

For CA block, it focuses on the problem of "what is 

meaningful?" in the input feature map and calculates the 

internal relationship between different channels. Specifically, 

CA block uses Max Pooling, Average Pooling, and Stochastic 

Pooling to calculate input feature map F, respectively. Among 

them, Max Pooling obtains more detailed texture features in 

the input image, Average Pooling integrates spatial 

information on each channel, and Stochastic Pooling increases 

the generalization and robustness of the CNNs models. After 

that, the three output feature maps 𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑐 , 𝐹𝑎𝑣𝑔𝑐 , and 𝐹𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑐 , 

which are processing by different pooling strategies, will enter 

a shared network consisting of a Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) 

with only one hidden layer. Next, to reduce the training 

parameters of the visual attention block, the middle layer size 

of MLP will be set to 𝑅𝑐/𝑟∗1∗1  (𝑟  is the decrement rate). 

Then, the three new feature maps after Shared MLP are 

element-wise summation, which adds up the corresponding 

elements to get the channel attention feature maps. Therefore, 

the channel attention feature maps represent the intrinsic 

relationship between different channels, solving the problems 

of which channels are important and which channels should be 

ignored, and the formula of the whole process is expressed as 
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EQ (6). Additionally, the parameter increment of embedding 

CA block is same as embedding SE block, as shown in EQ (5). 

 𝑀𝑐(𝐹) = 𝜎 (𝑀𝐿𝑃(𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑙(𝐹)) +𝑀𝐿𝑃(𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑙(𝐹)) + 𝑀𝐿𝑃(𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑙(𝐹))) =𝜎 (𝑊1 (𝑊0(𝐹𝑎𝑣𝑔𝑐 )) + 𝑊1 (𝑊0(𝐹𝑎𝑣𝑔𝑐 )) + 𝑊1(𝑊0(𝐹𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑐 )))       (6) 𝜎——The sigmoid function calculation 𝑀𝑐——The weight coefficient of channel attention 

 

For SA blocks, the main focus is the intrinsic relationship of 

feature maps at the spatial level, solving the problems of which 

regions are important and which are secondary. As a 

complementary block of the CA block, the spatial attention 

process is relatively simple and convenient. Specifically, to get 

channel information for feature maps at spatial space, SA 

block makes Max Pooling, Average Pooling, and Stochastic 

Pooling along channel axis, respectively, to get 𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑆 ∈ℝ1∗𝐻∗𝑊, 𝐹𝑎𝑣𝑔𝑆 ∈ ℝ1∗𝐻∗𝑊, and 𝐹𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑆 ∈ ℝ1∗𝐻∗𝑊. Then, the SA 

block will concatenate the three output feature maps and uses 

a standard convolution layer to get a spatial attention feature 

map; the formula for the entire process is expressed as EQ (7). 

Additionally, the parameter increment brought about by the 

SA block is shown in EQ (8). 𝑀𝑆(𝐹) =𝜎(𝑓7×7([𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑙(𝐹);  𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑙(𝐹);  𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑙(𝐹)])) = 𝜎 (𝑓7×7([𝐹𝑎𝑣𝑔𝑠 ; 𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑠 ; 𝐹𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑠 ]))                  (7) 

𝜎——The sigmoid function calculation 𝑓7×7——The convolution operation with the filter size of 7 × 7 𝑀𝑆——The weight coefficient of spatial attention 

 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 = 2𝑛𝑘2         (8) 𝑛——The number of embedding SA block in CNNs model 𝑘——The size of convolution kernel 
 

It is worth noting that the CA block and SA block can be 

flexibly embedded in existing CNNs models independently to 

achieve channel or spatial feature attention, and their 

embedding strategies are similar to SE block. 

2.4.3 Mixed Attention block (Channel Attention& Spatial 

Attention) 

During the exploration of CNNs models that incorporate 

visual attention mechanisms, researchers have found that 

using a single type of attention block (spatial or channel) may 

not meet the requirements of feature extraction.  

Therefore, to address this problem, Woo proposed a mixed 

attention block [42], which is the simultaneous application of 

the CA block and SA block., as shown in FIG. 7. At the same 

time, they pointed out that the combination, which sets the CA 

block first and the SA block later, can improve the feature-

extraction performance and classification accuracy better than 

the combination positions were interchanged. 

 
FIGURE 7. Mixed attention block combining with channel attention block and spatial attention block, 𝑭 represents the input feature map, 𝑴𝑪 refers to the weight 

coefficient of channel attention, 𝑭′ refers to the feature map after channel attention block, 𝑴𝑺 refers to the weight coefficient of spatial attention, 𝑭′′ refers to the 

feature map after the spatial attention block, which is the final refined feature map, ⨂ refers to the element-wise multiplication  

 

 

Specifically, in the MA block, the former CA block solves 

the problem of which parts of the input feature maps have 

greater classification weight, and the latter SA block solves the 

problem of which regions are more important in the input 

feature maps. In the block, after the input feature map 𝐹 (𝐹 ∈ℝ𝐶∗𝐻∗𝑊 ) pass through the CA block, the feature map and 

weight coefficient of channel attention (𝑀𝐶) will be multiplied 

to obtain 𝐹′, which is the input of the SA block, as shown in 

EQ (9). Then, when the 𝐹′ pass through the SA block, the 

weight coefficient of spatial attention (𝑀𝑆) is multiplied with 

feature map to obtain the final refined feature 𝐹′′, as shown in 

EQ (10). 

 𝐹′ = 𝑀𝐶(𝐹)⨂𝐹             (9) 𝐹′′ = 𝑀𝑆(𝐹′)⨂𝐹′           (10) 

 𝐹——The input feature map 𝑀𝐶——The weight coefficient of channel attention 𝐹′——The feature map after CA block 𝑀𝑆——The weight coefficient of spatial attention 
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𝐹′′——The feature map after the SA block, which is the 
final refined feature map ⨂——The element-wise multiplication 

Besides, the MA block can carry out end-to-end training and 

can be embedded in any position in CNNs models while only 

adding a few amounts parameters, as shown in EQ (11). 

Additionally, taking the embedding strategy of the MA block 

in ResNet as an example, it is obvious knowing that the 

embedding strategy of the MA block is similar to that of the 

SE block, which can be embedded in the residual branch 

directly, as shown in FIG. 8. 

 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 = 𝑛（ 2𝐶2𝑟 + 2𝑘2） (11) 

 𝑛——The number of the embedded MA blocks 𝐶——The number of channels 𝑟——The decrement rate 𝑘——The size of convolution kernel 

 
FIGURE 8. Mixed Attention block setting in ResNet 

 

Section 3. CASE STUDY 

3.1 Experimental settings 

3.1.1 Material preparation 

In order to explore the application potentials of CNNs models 

incorporating visual attention mechanism in mineral image 

classification tasks, this experiment takes three types of ore 

particles in China as experimental objects for mineral image 

classification tasks, including gas coal, coking coal, and 

anthracite coal. Specifically, three types of coal with 13-25 

mm granularity are selected by manual screening, and each 

type of coal is 20 kg. In this experiment, to simulate industrial 

separation, the four classes mineral particles are divided into 

<1.4g/cm3, 1.4g/cm3-1.6g/cm3, 1.6g/cm3-1.8g/cm3 

and >1.8g/cm3 according to the different density level. Before 

the experiment, we determined the ash content and macerals 

of the ore samples. The mean ash content of each type of coal 

sample is shown in TAB 1., and the maceral analysis is shown 

in TAB 2. 

The results show that among the three types of coal samples, 

the ash content increases with the increase of density level, that 

is, the ash content of each kind of <1.4g/cm3 coal is the lowest, 

and that of each kind of >1.8g/cm3 coal is the highest. In the 

comparison of the ash content in the three kinds of coal 

samples, the ash content of anthracite in each density set is 

relatively low, followed by gas coal and coking coal. 

The results of maceral analysis show that under the same 

density level of three types of coal, the organic matter of each 

type of coal sample mainly concentrates on the vitrinite. With 

the increase of density level, the content of organic matters 

decreases, and the content of mineral matters increases 

gradually, which means the particle of each <1.4g/cm3 coal 

contains higher organic matters, and the particle of 

each >1.8g/cm3 coal contains more mineral matters (inorganic 

matters). In comparing three types of coal samples, the 

anthracite vitrinite has higher organic matters, coke coal is 

next, and gas coal is lowest under each density level. Secondly, 

anthracite and gas coal have relatively more mineral matters 

(inorganic matters) in each density of coal samples, while gas 

coal has relatively fewer mineral matters in each density. It is 

well known that differences in rock composition between 

different density levels will influence their apparent 

characteristics. Therefore, the differences in apparent 

characteristics will also affect the feature extraction and 

classification performance of the CNNs-based ore image 

classification model incorporating visual attention mechanism. 
 

TABLE 1. Mass percentage and mean ash content of four density level gas coal, cooking coal and anthracite samples 

Coal type Coal property 
Density level 

<1.4 g/cm³ 1.4-1.6g/cm³ 1.6-1.8g/cm³ >1.8g/cm³ 

Gas Coal 
Ash Content 7.5% 22.8% 46.3% 85.7% 

Mass Percentage 33.3% 14.4% 20.3% 32.0% 

Cooking Coal 
Ash Content 9.3% 24.3% 41.3% 87.4% 

Mass Percentage 27.6% 27.8% 11.0% 33.6% 

Anthracite 
Ash Content 7.1% 20.6% 40.3% 83.6% 

Mass Percentage 36.0% 23.1% 10.5% 30.5% 
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TABLE 2. Maceral analysis of four density level gas coal, cooking coal and anthracite samples 

Coal type Coal property 
Density level 

<1.4g/cm³ 1.4-1.6g/cm³ 1.6-1.8g/cm³ >1.8g/cm³ 

Gas Coal 

Vitrinite 67.3% 64.0% 52.6% 12.6% 

Exinite 16.4% 19.8% 22.8% 5.6% 

Inertinite 12.4% 10.5% 11.9% 4.1% 

Minerals 2.0% 5.7% 12.7% 77.7% 

Cooking 

Coal 

Vitrinite 82.1% 74.3% 54.0% 11.0% 

Exinite 0.6% 3.7% 2.3% 0.4% 

Inertinite 13.1% 13.7% 21.8% 2.0% 

Minerals 4.2% 8.3% 21.9% 86.6% 

Anthracite 

Vitrinite 97.2% 88.0% 73.8% 0.0% 

Exinite 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 15.6% 

Inertinite 0.9% 1.5% 2.6% 0.0% 

Minerals 1.9% 10.5% 23.6% 84.4% 

3.1.2 Image acquisition & Dataset preparation 

The dynamic mineral image acquisition system mainly 

consists of six parts: vibration feeder, conveyor belt, linear 

array industrial camera, linear lighting source, computer, and 

tail collector, as shown in FIG. 9. In the overall operation 

processes, mineral sample particles meeting the experimental 

requirements are evenly scattered in the front side of the 

conveyor belt after vibration screening. Then, the conveyor 

belt transmits the mineral particles to the bottom position of 

the industrial camera for dynamic shooting and storing. 

Finally, the mineral particles will be collected at the tail of the 

conveyor belt. Additionally, the sensor on the rotating shaft 

will convert the speed of the belt conveyor into a digital signal 

and transmit it to the industrial camera to make adaptive 

adjustments, which prevents frame loss and deformation of the 

collected images. 

 
FIGURE 9. Ore particle image acquisition system consisted of vibrating feeder, 

convey belt, liner lighting, industrial camera, computer and outlet 

 

Specifically, the industrial camera used in the experiment is 

the 4K color 3CCD linear array camera (JAI 3CCD 

Datasheet_LT-400CL), enabling continuous shooting and 

under constant speed; The linear lighting source is 500 mm 

that can provide uniform illumination; The color temperature 

is 5800-7000 k, and the surface brightness during the shooting 

process is about 250 Klux. 

In this experiment, the color threshold segmentation 

algorithm is used to prepare image data set of three types of 

minerals, including internal particle image segmentation and 

edge particle image segmentation, as shown in FIG. 10. 

 
FIGURE 10. Ore particle image segmentation by color threshold segmentation 

algorithm: (a) inner particle image segmentation; (b) edge particle image 

segmentation. 
 

In the internal particle segmentation process, the raw 

images are first segmented by pre-threshold value into the 

target areas and the background areas (EQ (12).). Secondly, 

the raw mineral images are processed by particle marker, 

binary treatment, and edge particle removal in turn. Then, the 

binary images without edge particles will be processed by 
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Finite Erection & Exact Dilation (FEED) to resolve the 

adhesion and overlap problems between the adjacent particles. 

Specifically, Finite Erosion (FD) will erode each target area in 

the binary image inward with square structure elements to no 

connected regions between particles and record the number of 

FD processing. Next, Exact Dilation (ED) will restore each 

target area independently according to the number of FD. 

Finally, the segmentation system will intercept the minimum 

bounding rectangle of each target area after ED processing in 

the raw images. 

In the edge particle segmentation process, for the raw 

images that contain edge particles, the lower half of the 

previous frame image and the upper half of the latter frame 

image will be stitched to synthesize the image. After that, the 

stitched raw images will be processed by particle marker, 

binary treatment, FEED, and the images of edge particles will 

be intercepted from the stitched image. 

 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) = {[0,0,0]           𝑦 − 𝑥 > 𝑀 ∪ 𝑥 < 𝑀 [𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧]                         𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟               (12) 

 

𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧)——The pixel value of any point in RGB images 𝑀——The value of preset threshold 

 

After segmentation by the above-mentioned segmentation 

system, we collected a total of 85,529 coal grain images from 

four density sets, containing 28,292 gas coal images, 29,050 

coking coal images, and 28,187 anthracite images, as shown 

in TAB 3. 

In order to thoroughly test the application potentials and 

classification performance of the CNNs image classification 

model embedded with visual attention blocks in multi-

category mineral image classification tasks (four 

classifications) and to avoid the problems of insufficient and 

unbalanced image data in the CNNs model training phase, this 

experiment used DA technology to expand the obtained 

training set images to twice the original quantity, and 14,000 

images from each density sets of each type of coal were 

randomly selected to make the data sets used for the 

experiment. Additionally, the proportion of the training set, 

valid set, and valid set is 7:2:1, as shown in TAB 4. 

TABLE 3. The number of images of each density level of three types ore particles 

Coal type ＜1.4g/cm3 1.4-1.6g/cm3 1.6-1.8g/cm3 ＞1.8g/cm3 Total 

Gas Coal 7074 7071 7066 7081 28292 

Cooking Coal 7204 7361 7213 7272 29050 

Anthracite 7063 7089 7028 7007 28187 

TABLE 4. Dataset setting of each class ore particle images include training set, valid set, and test set 

 Training set Valid set Test Set 
Numbers 9800 2800 1400 

3.2 Model development 

3.2.1 Model building details 

Referring to the ResNet building strategy, this experiment first 

builds four ResNet mineral image classification models with 

different depths, including ResNet18, ResNet34, ResNet50, 

and ResNet101, and adds the attention blocks (SE block, CA 

block, SA block, and MA block) for the residual module after 

each convolution section, respectively, as shown in TAB 5. 

Therefore, visual attention will be applied to the whole model, 

promoting the transmission of useful information in the 

network. The final layer of the constructed models is a fully 

connected layer, which is the Softmax classifier used to 

perform the four classes classification tasks (<1.4g/cm3, 1.4-

1.6g/cm3, 1.6-1.8g/cm3, and >1.8g/cm3) for experimental 

mineral images. Additionally, this embedding strategy has 

little amount of increase in the model complexity and 

calculation parameters compared with the original network. 

According to the parameter increment formulas in Section 

2.3, the training parameters of four models embedding with 

four different attention blocks are shown in TAB 6. It can be 

seen from the comparison that after embedding different 

attention blocks to the different depths ResNet, the increased 

parameters of each model are similar, and it is relatively fewer 

compared to the original training parameters.
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TABLE 5. Experiment CNNs models setting details 

Layer 

name 

Output 

size 
ResNet18 ResNet34 ResNet50 ResNet101 

Conv_1 112×112 
7 × 7, 64, stride 2 

Attention block 

Conv_2 56×56 

3 × 3 max pool, stride 2 [3 × 3, 643 × 3, 64] × 2 [3 × 3, 643 × 3, 64] × 3 [ 1 × 1, 643 × 3, 641 × 1, 256] × 3 [ 1 × 1, 643 × 3, 641 × 1, 256] × 3 

Attention block 

Conv_3 28×28 
[3 × 3, 1283 × 3, 128] × 2 

[3 × 3, 1283 × 3, 128]× 4 
[1 × 1, 1283 × 3, 1281 × 1, 512] × 4 [1 × 1, 1283 × 3, 1281 × 1, 512] × 4 

Attention block 

Conv_4 14×14 

[3 × 3, 2563 × 3, 256]× 2 

[3 × 3, 2563 × 3, 256]× 6 
[ 1 × 1, 2563 × 3, 2561 × 1, 1024] × 6 [ 1 × 1, 2563 × 3, 2561 × 1, 1024] × 23 

Attention block 

Conv_5 7×7 

[3 × 3, 5123 × 3, 512]× 2 

[3 × 3, 5123 × 3, 512]× 3 
[ 1 × 1, 5123 × 3, 5121 × 1, 2048] × 3 [ 1 × 1, 5123 × 3, 5121 × 1, 2048] × 3 

Attention block 

FC 1×1 Average pool, softmax (four-classes) 

 

TABLE 6. Parameters of different CNNs models including different depth general ResNet and ResNet embedded with different attention blocks 

 General SE block CA block SA block MA block 

ResNet18 11.73M 11.81M 11.81M 11.81M 11.81M 

ResNet34 21.85M 22.01M 22.01M 22.01M 22.02M 

ResNet50 25.68M 28.21M 28.21M 28.21M 28.22M 

ResNet101 45.13M 49.91M 49.91M 49.91M 49.91M 

3.2.2 Implementation setting details 

This experiment is based on Python 3.6 environment, uses the 

Pytorch toolbox to build the models, and the detailed model 

training parameters are shown in TAB 7.  Specifically, the 

model optimizer is SGD, the Learning rate is 1 × 10-4, 

momentum is 0.9, the Dropout rate is 0.5, the Loss function is 

categorical_crossentropy, and the Decay rate r of the attention 

blocks is 16. When model fitting, the batch size is 32, the 

number of epochs is 200, and the ReduceLROnPlatea 

(factor=0.5, patience=3) is used as the training callback, which 

monitors valid loss. Additionally, to improve the model 

training efficiency and obtain the optimal classification model 

quickly and accurately, this experiment uses the Early 

Stopping (Min_delta=0, patience=10) to monitor the valid loss 

in the training phase, and the models are trained in NVIDIA 

RTX 2080ti, cuda 10.1, and cudnn 7.3.1. 
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TABLE 7. Model training hyper parameters setting details 

 Parameter name Selected value 

Basic setting 

Optimization name SGD 

Learning rate 1×10-4 

Momentum 0.9 

Dropout rate 0.5 

Loss function categorical_crossentropy 

Attention block setting 
r 16 

Kernel size 7 

Fit setting 
Batch size 32 

Epoch 200 

ReduceLROnPlateau 

Monitor Valid loss 

Factor  0.5 

Patience  3 

EarlyStopping 

Monitor Valid loss 

Min_delta 0 

Patience 10 

Environment 

GPU Nvidia RTX 2080Ti 

Platform Python 3.6 

Tool box Pytorch 

 

3.3 Result analysis 

3.3.1 Model evaluation and comparison   

After the training of different depth ResNet and ResNet 

embedded with attention blocks, we recorded the training 

accuracy, training loss, valid accuracy, valid loss, training time 

(per epoch), and convergent epoch of the models to evaluate 

and compare the classification performance of different 

models in multi-category mineral image classification tasks, 

as shown in TAB 8., TAB 9., and TAB 10. Train accuracy and 

train loss are used to evaluate the training performance of the 

models, valid accuracy and valid loss are used to evaluate the 

classification performance of the models, training time (per 

epoch) and convergent epoch are used to evaluate the training 

difficulty of the models, and all of the data are copied from the 

Pytorch toolbox. The specific evaluation and analysis of each 

model in different mineral image classification tasks are as 

follows. 

TABLE 8. Different depth ResNet and ResNet with attention block evaluation in gas coal dataset including train accuracy, train loss, valid accuracy, valid loss, training time 

(per epoch), and convergent epoch 

 Train Accuracy Train Loss Valid Accuracy Valid Loss Training Time Convergent Epoch 

ResNet18 85.38% 0.9348 78.93% 1.3481 303s 175 

ResNet18_SE 86.50% 0.9101 79.12% 1.3052 306s 164 

ResNet18_CA 86.55% 0.9084 79.19% 1.3011 306s 171 

ResNet18_SA 85.21% 0.9245 78.94% 1.3195 306s 173 

ResNet18_MA 86.98% 0.8994 79.29% 1.2884 308s 168 

ResNet34 87.48% 0.8471 81.47% 1.0492 427s 155 

ResNet34_SE 89.74% 0.5824 81.80% 1.0384 431s 147 

ResNet34_CA 89.69% 0.6385 81.75% 1.0399 431s 143 

ResNet34_SA 89.41% 0.7148 81.51% 1.0498 430s 139 

ResNet34_MA 90.95% 0.5215 81.95% 1.0062 438s 131 

ResNet50 92.19% 0.4728 83.59% 0.9717 586s 126 

ResNet50_SE 92.58% 0.4597 83.92% 0.9673 591s 121 

ResNet50_CA 92.51% 0.4637 83.95% 0.9611 591s 125 

ResNet50_SA 92.47% 0.4683 83.39% 0.9973 589s 121 

ResNet50_MA 93.13% 0.4297 84.89% 0.8571 594s 127 

ResNet101 93.97% 0.3887 85.18% 0.8395 945s 141 

ResNet101_SE 94.48% 0.3417 86.21% 0.8274 959s 124 

ResNet101_CA 93.94% 0.3899 86.23% 0.8215 948s 136 

ResNet101_SA 93.57% 0.4067 85.83% 0.8304 952s 131 

ResNet101_MA 94.51% 0.3985 86.41% 0.8148 961s 120 
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From the performance metrics of the gas coal dataset, firstly, 

when comparing the ResNet with different depths without 

attention block, the results show that with the increase of 

network depth, the classification performance of the model for 

gas coal images is gradually improved, and the accuracy of the 

deepest-layer ResNet101 is 6.25% higher than that of the 

shallowest-layer ResNet18. Secondly, when comparing the 

ResNet with the same depth (general ResNet and ResNet 

embedded with attention blocks), the results show that 

embedding attention block to the models can effectively 

improve gas coal image classification accuracy. Notably, in 

the overall trend, embedding MA block to ResNet can 

maximize the classification accuracy of the models. For 

example, the classification accuracy of ResNet18_MA, 

ResNet34_MA, ResNet50_MA, and ResNet101_MA is 

79.29%, 81.95%, 84.89%, and 86.41%, respectively. 

Compared with the same-depth ResNet without attention 

block, the classification accuracy of four ResNet_MA increase 

by 0.36%, 0.48%, 1.3%, and 1.23%, respectively. 

Additionally, the models embedded with SE block, CA block, 

and SA block also have higher classification accuracy than 

those without attention block. Therefore, the above 

experimental results show that embedding attention blocks to 

CNNs models can effectively improve the classification 

accuracy for the multi-category mineral image classification 

task. 

TABLE 9. Different depth ResNet and ResNet with attention block evaluation in cocking coal dataset including train accuracy, train loss, valid accuracy, valid loss, training 

time (per epoch), and convergent epoch 

 Train Accuracy Train Loss Valid Accuracy Valid Loss Training Time Convergent Epoch 

ResNet18 83.54% 0.9736 76.17% 1.5319 303s 184 

ResNet18_SE 82.74% 0.9964 76.35% 1.5289 306s 181 

ResNet18_CA 83.83% 0.9621 76.33% 1.5297 306s 178 

ResNet18_SA 83.19% 0.9996 76.21% 1.5112 306s 168 

ResNet18_MA 84.35% 0.9574 76.42% 1.5174 307s 173 

ResNet34 84.21% 0.9598 77.98% 1.4627 427s 145 

ResNet34_SE 84.35% 0.9571 78.48% 1.3704 431s 142 

ResNet34_CA 84.29% 0.9592 78.51% 1.3579 431s 144 

ResNet34_SA 83.89% 0.9690 78.46% 1.3586 431s 144 

ResNet34_MA 84.90% 0.9503 78.55% 1.3573 436s 136 

ResNet50 84.97% 0.9486 79.79% 1.1751 586s 137 

ResNet50_SE 86.03% 0.8303 80.27% 1.1382 591s 122 

ResNet50_CA 85.73% 0.8342 80.33% 1.1334 591s 128 

ResNet50_SA 85.39% 0.8366 80.25% 1.1380 589s 130 

ResNet50_MA 87.51% 0.8075 81.19% 1.0574 595s 134 

ResNet101 86.63% 0.8084 81.71% 1.0231 945s 136 

ResNet101_SE 87.83% 0.8059 82.52% 0.9957 959s 124 

ResNet101_CA 87.28% 0.8163 82.49% 0.9963 948s 132 

ResNet101_SA 87.22% 0.8168 82.43% 0.9968 952s 136 

ResNet101_MA 90.27% 0.5378 82.95% 0.9787 960s 109 

In the coking coal image data set, different depth ResNet 

shows similar classification performance as in the gas coal 

image data set, and the ResNet embedded with MA block has 

the highest classification accuracy compared with the same-

depth general and variant models. When analyzing the effect 

of embedding attention block on the training difficulty of 

different depth models, the results indicate that embedding 

attention block to the CNNs models only slightly improves the 

training time (per epoch). Specifically, in models (ResNet18, 

ResNet34, ResNet50, and ResNet101), embedding attention 

block only increases the training time (per epoch) of 1-2s, 4-

9s, 3-9s, and 3-15s, respectively, which is relatively little 

compared with the training time of same-depth ResNet 

without attention block. At the same time, we notice that 

different attention blocks increase the training time differently, 

but in the overall trend, the MA block brings the highest 

training time (per epoch) increment. Therefore, the above 

analysis of the training time increases after embedding the 

attention block can provide guidance for the CNNs-based ore 

image classification model setting, which will help researchers 

apply the visual attention block into the existing model 

according to specific tasks. 
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TABLE 10. Different depth ResNet and ResNet with attention block evaluation in anthracite dataset including train accuracy, train loss, valid accuracy, valid loss, training 

time (per epoch), and convergent epoch 

 Train Accuracy Train Loss Valid Accuracy Valid Loss Training Time Convergent Epoch 

ResNet18 94.76% 0.3745 86.44% 0.9162 303s 171 

ResNet18_SE 93.83% 0.3684 86.58% 0.9064 306s 167 

ResNet18_CA 93.37% 0.3728 86.55% 0.9022 306s 165 

ResNet18_SA 94.97% 0.3581 86.42% 0.9158 306s 169 

ResNet18_MA 94.65% 0.3597 86.68% 0.9046 307s 170 

ResNet34 95.83% 0.3388 88.63% 0.6054 426s 141 

ResNet34_SE 96.26% 0.3229 89.16% 0.5895 431s 138 

ResNet34_CA 96.74% 0.3185 89.17% 0.5899 431s 142 

ResNet34_SA 95.94% 0.3341 88.74% 0.5634 431s 139 

ResNet34_MA 95.99% 0.3328 89.28% 0.5242 438s 138 

ResNet50 96.25% 0.3257 90.65% 0.5242 586s 127 

ResNet50_SE 96.85% 0.2978 91.17% 0.5029 590s 123 

ResNet50_CA 96.17% 0.3048 91.03% 0.5086 591s 126 

ResNet50_SA 95.79% 0.3404 90.85 % 0.5199 589s 124 

ResNet50_MA 96.05% 0.3286 91.74% 0.4895 595s 127 

ResNet101 96.63% 0.3249 92.68% 0.4751 945s 128 

ResNet101_SE 97.18% 0.2684 93.50% 0.4626 959s 114 

ResNet101_CA 97.48% 0.2481 93.47% 0.4637 949s 122 

ResNet101_SA 95.89% 0.3689 92.65% 0.4765 952s 126 

ResNet101_MA 96.82% 0.3057 93.92% 0.3916 962s 113 

According to the evaluation results of ResNet in the 

anthracite data set, we find that the improvement of 

classification performance and the change of training time 

caused by embedding attention block are similar to that in gas 

coal and coking coal data sets. However, it is worth 

mentioning that the model classification accuracy in anthracite 

images is higher than that in gas coal and coking coal image 

datasets, which is determined by the apparent characteristics 

of anthracite particles, the feature extraction ability of ResNet, 

and the gain effect of attention blocks. Therefore, in this part, 

we focus on analyzing the effect of embedding attention block 

on the model convergent rate. Specifically, by observing the 

convergent epoch of different ResNet in anthracite dataset and 

combining with the model convergent rate in gas coal and 

coking coal image datasets, we find that embedding attention 

block to CNNs model can improve the model convergence rate 

to a certain extent. For instance, the ResNet18_ CA converges 

six epochs earlier than ResNet18, ResNet34_ SE converges 

three epochs earlier than ResNet34, ResNet50_ SE converges 

four epochs earlier than ResNet50, and ResNet101_MA 

converges 15 epochs earlier than ResNet101. At the same time, 

other ResNet that contain attention block also have faster 

convergence speed than those same-depth models without 

attention block. As a result, we conclude that the above results 

are related to the improvement of feature extraction ability 

caused by embedding attention block, which means the 

attention block can improve the CNNs model to extract better 

feature maps in mineral images with faster speed. 

In summary, the classification performance of the different-

depth ResNet and its variant models embedding with attention 

block for three types of coal images indicate that embedding 

attention block to the CNNs-based ore image classification 

models has the following three main influences. First of all, 

embedding attention block can effectively improve the model 

classification accuracy for mineral images, and the MA block 

has the highest improvement on the classification performance 

of the CNNs models, followed by SE block, CA block, and SA 

block. Secondly, the training time increment caused by 

embedding attention block is relatively low compared with the 

original training time. Finally, embedding attention block to 

the CNNs model can improve the model convergence speed to 

some extent. 

3.3.2 Classification visualization with Grad-CAM 

In order to better observe the classification weight distribution 

of the CNNs model embedding with attention blocks in the 

mineral image classification task and analyze the regions with 

higher classification weight, representing the sensitive regions 

of the input image, this experiment introduces the Gradient-

weighted Class Activation Mapping (Grad-CAM) for model 

visualization [43]. In short, Grad-CAM technology uses the 

gradient information of the last convolution layer of the CNN 

model to assign importance to each neuron for specific 

attention decisions. Therefore, the primary purpose of Grad-

CAM is to display the key parts that affect the classification 

decision, and the calculation formula of the class activation 

mapping is shown in EQ (13). 
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𝐿𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑑−𝐶𝐴𝑀𝑐 = 𝑅𝑒𝐿𝑈(∑ 𝛼𝑖𝑐𝐴𝑖𝐼 ),    𝛼𝑖𝑐 = 1𝑍 ∑ ∑ 𝜕𝑆𝑐𝜕𝐴𝑘𝑗𝑖𝑐2𝑗=1𝑐1𝑘=1  (13) 

 𝑆𝑐——The Softmax score of 𝑐 category 𝛼𝑖𝑐——The classification weight of global pooling layer 𝑐1——The length of the input feature map 𝑐2——The width of the input feature map 𝐴𝑘𝑗𝑖 ——The pixel value of row 𝑘 and column 𝑗 of the 𝑖 

feature map 

 

Taking the ResNet50 embedding with different attention 

blocks as examples, the Grad-CAM maps of the three types of 

coal samples are shown in FIG. 11., FIG. 12., and FIG. 13. In 

the Grad-CAM maps, red represents the high classification 

weight areas, and blue represents the low classification weight 

areas. 

 
FIGURE 11. Grad-CAM maps of ResNet50 with different attention blocks for four-classes gas coal image classification 
 

The visualization results indicate that on the whole trend, 

ResNet embedding different attention blocks have different 

classification weight distribution in the gas coal images, which 

means the attention blocks will affect the feature extraction 

process of the CNNs model. Firstly, after embedding the 

attention blocks to the models, the areas that contain 

classification weight in the image become relatively larger, 

which better covers the surface of the gas coal particle. 

Specifically, in the ResNet50_MA, the areas containing 

classification weight cover the surface of gas coal particles 

uniformly, and the weight of texture features inside gas coal 

particles is higher than that in general ResNet50. Meanwhile, 

ResNet50_SE and ResNet50_CA also show the same 

distribution change, but its coverage is relatively smaller than 

that in the ResNet50_MA. Secondly, in the ResNet50_SA, it 

can be observed that the distribution of classification weight is 

relatively uneven. As a result, combining the model evaluation 

results of different ResNet50 in the gas coal dataset, we can 

conclude that the classification weight distributions in Grad-

CAM maps will reflect the feature extraction ability and 

classification performance of the different ResNet: that is, the 

ResNet50_MA has the best feature extraction ability, followed 

by ResNet50_SE, ResNet50_CA, ResNet50_SA, and general 

ResNet50. 
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FIGURE 12. Grad-CAM maps of ResNet50 with different attention blocks for four-classes cocking coal image classification 

 
In the visualization results of ResNet50 embedding with 

different attention blocks for four density coking coal particles, 

we found that embedding attention block to the CNNs models 

also affects the value of classification weight. Specifically, 

after embedding the attention blocks, the color depth of the red 

areas (high classification weight) in the general ResNet50 

gradually becomes deeper, and the distribution range is larger, 

indicating that the classification weight of this area is 

relatively increased. Taking the Grad-CAM maps of 

<1.4g/cm3 and 1.4-1.6g/cm3 coking coal particles as examples, 

the color depth of red areas in the ResNet50_MA is deeper 

than that in general ResNet50. Therefore, the above results 

point out that embedding the attention block to CNNs model 

will affect the value of classification weight.
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FIGURE 13. Grad-CAM maps of ResNet50 with different attention blocks for four-classes anthracite image classification 

  

The Grad-CAM maps of ResNet50 embedding with 

different attention blocks in the anthracite dataset show the 

same trend as that in gas coal and coking coal datasets. In 

ResNet50_MA, ResNet50_SE, and ResNet50_CA, the 

regions that have classification weight relatively cover the 

whole particle surface. At the same time, the texture areas in 

the anthracite particle have a higher classification weight (dark 

red), the edge areas have a lower weight (green, cyan), and the 

background areas do not have classification weight (blue). 

In summary, the Grad-CAM visualization results of the 

above-mentioned models indicate that embedding attention 

blocks to the CNNs model will affect the classification weight 

in two aspects: 1) Embedding the attention blocks will enlarge 

the areas that have classification weight in the input images; 2) 

Embedding the attention block will increase the value of 

classification weight.

3.3.3 Classification performance evaluation with confusion 

matrices 

In order to better evaluate and compare the performance of 

attention blocks in the deep learning-based mineral image 

classification system, this experiment introduces the confusion 

matrices to reveal the classification performance of each 

model and the discrimination results of ResNet101 embedding 

with different attention blocks in four density anthracite image 

test set are selected, as shown in FIG. 14.
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FIGURE 14. Confusion matrices of ResNet101 and ResNet101 embedded with different attention blocks in anthracite image classification task  

 

Firstly, the discrimination results of each model indicate 

that embedding attention block to CNNs model can reduce the 

misjudgment to a certain extent. Specifically, in confusion 

matrices of the ResNet101, 439 anthracite images were 

misjudged, and the 1.6-1.8g/cm3 category has the highest 

misjudgment rate, followed by >1.8g/cm3 category and 1.4-

1.6g/cm3 category, and the lowest misjudgment was 85 for 

<1.4g/cm3 gas coal images. In contrast, the misclassification 

rate of ResNet101 embedding with Attention blocks is lower, 

and the amounts of misjudged images of ResNet101_SE, 

ResNet101_CA, ResNet101_SA, and ResNet101_MA were 

396, 417, 436, and 347, respectively. Secondly, in the 

comparison of different ResNet101, the results show that the 

performance of embedding MA block or SE block is better 

than that of embedding CA block or SA block to the model. 

Additionally, when analyzing the confusion matrices of 

ResNet101_MA, we find that the ResNet101_MA has the 

lowest misjudgment rate for >1.8g/cm3 anthracite images, 

only 75, followed by 1.6-1.8g/cm3 and <1.4g/cm3 anthracite 

images, and the highest misjudgment rate for 1.4-1.6g/cm3 

anthracite images, which is 103. Therefore, the above result 

indicates that although the misjudgment rate of ResNet101 

embedding with attention block is reduced, the misjudgment 

objects will change, which to some extent reflects the 

influence of the attention block to feature extraction. 

In summary, the confusion matrices of general ResNet101 

and ResNet101 embedding with different attention blocks 

indicate that embedding attention block to CNNs model can 

effectively reduce the misjudgment rate, that is, improve the 

model classification performance for mineral images, but the 

misjudgment objects of CNNs model will change accordingly. 

 

Section 4. CONCLUSION& OUTLOOK 
In order to solve the problems of low classification accuracy 

in multi-category mineral image classification tasks and low 

efficiency of mineral image feature extraction in CNNs 

models, combining with the visual attention mechanism, four 

construction strategies of the visual attention module are 

proposed, including the SE block, CA block, SA block, and 

MA attention block, and all of them can be flexibly embedded 

into the existing general CNNs models. Then, taking gas coal, 

coking coal, and anthracite as the experimental objects, and 

referring to different depth ResNet, this experiment builds 

various CNNs mineral image classification models embedding 

with different attention blocks and tests the improvement of 

classification accuracy and feature extraction ability. Then, the 

model classification weight distribution and classification 

ability are visualized by Grad-CAM and confusion matrices, 

respectively. The detailed conclusions are as follows. 

(1) Firstly, embedding the attention blocks to the different-

depth CNNs models can effectively improve the classification 

accuracy for mineral images, and the improvement value is 

0.2%-1.3% (ResNet). Secondly, the MA block has the highest 

classification accuracy increment for each depth ResNet, 

followed by SE block and CA block, and SA block. Besides, 

embedding attention block to the different-depth ResNet will 

lead to 1-15s training time increment, which is relatively little 

compared to the original training time. Finally, embedding the 
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attention block to CNNs models can also improve the 

convergence speed in the training phase. 

(2) The Grad-CAM visualization results of different ResNet 

for different types of mineral images show that embedding 

attention block to the CNNs model will affect the classification 

weight distribution and the value of classification weight, 

which means the attention blocks can effectively improve the 

feature extraction ability. In other words, the attention blocks 

can enhance the extraction of useful feature information while 

suppressing the feature information with less contribution, 

which will not only save computing power but also bring 

stable classification performance improvement. 

(3) When predicting the test set images of anthracite 

particles, the confusion matrices of different ResNet101 point 

out that embedding attention block to CNNs model can 

effectively reduce the misjudgment rate, but the misjudgment 

objects will also change. Specifically, compared with the 

general ResNet101, the number of misjudgment images of 

ResNet101_SE, ResNet101_CA, ResNet101_SA, and 

ResNet101_MA by 43, 22, 3, and 92, respectively, but the 

models embedding with attention blocks show a higher 

misjudgment rate for 1.4-1.6g/cm3 anthracite images. 

In future experiments and research, we will further explore 

the application of visual attention mechanism in mineral image 

classification tasks and explore its potential application with 

other mineral image processing tasks, such as image 

segmentation, particle size estimation, and component 

prediction. Additionally, the construction and embedding 

strategies of visual attention modules are still one of our 

research centers.
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